A landmark development in the
heart of the Baltic Triangle
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Introducing The Atrium
The Baltic Triangle’s Landmark Development
The Atrium is a groundbreaking residential development that will
create 170 stunning new-build apartments boasting high-end
luxury and uninterrupted city views.
Standing at eight stories high with a distinctive style
and physical presence, the development is set to be
one of the city’s most dramatic modern buildings
utilising forward-thinking and futuristic angular
design.
The Atrium is located in Liverpool’s
thriving digital and creative quarter,
The Baltic Triangle, a city centre
area with a rich mercantile
history which is currently
undergoing a steady
renaissance to
become ‘the’
place to live
and work.

Development
Highlights
171 Apartments
51 One Beds
114 Two Bed
5 Three Bed
L1 City Centre Address
Q1 2020 Completion Date
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Market-Leading
Premium Rented
Living
The Atrium will offer high specification apartments
combined with market-leading facilities to create the
ultimate rented living experience. From rooftop communal
spaces and private balconies to dedicated parking and a
manned concierge desk the developer has anticipated the
every need and desire of prospective tenants.
This magnificent attention to detail and quality will attract a
high calibre of tenant who expects the very best whilst also
ensuring strong capital growth.
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Why Liverpool?
The UK’s no.1 property investment location

Key Highlights

22.8%
Forecasted rise in
property prices between
2017 - 2012 (JLL)

£1.6bn

2,500

Increase in year-on-year
economic growth

Listed historical buildings
through the city

7%

Top 4

HS2

NET yields, far higher
than London

Place to live as voted by
TotallyMoney

Rail link will improve
journey times in and
out of Liverpool

Liverpool is one of the UK’s fastest growing cities, with access to six
million customers and an economy worth more than £149 billion.
Famed for its musical heritage and iconic football teams, Liverpool
is home to a unique city centre which features the greatest number
of listed buildings outside London, a vast central shopping district,
a diverse and exciting night time economy and one of the lowest
cost of living indexes in the country.
Now firmly established as a property investment hot spot, investors
can expect to see strong capital growth and high rental yields
driven by a demand for high- quality and central location.
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A Property Market That
Outperforms London

For many years investing in the London property market has been the main focus for both
institutional and private investors. The North of England is currently growing at a far faster rate
than London, benefits from lower property prices and delivers stronger capital growth. As a result
more investors are now turning to Liverpool and Manchester instead of the capital.

Massive Increase in International Investment
Liverpool and the North West has seen an increase of over 118% in direct foreign investment
between 2014-2016. For example, Beijing Construction Engineering Group’s £800m investment
into Airport City is one of the largest single investments in Britain from China. A revolutionary
extension of the city’s airport, it’s part of the UK government’s Northern Powerhouse agenda.

Liverpool vs London
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Metric

Liverpool

London

Avg. property price

£108,463

£496,000

Avg. rent

£618

£1,870

Avg. Investment yield

7% NET

5% NET
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6
Liverpool
One

5
The Hilton

The
Atrium

4
The Albert
Dock

Baltic Triangle

7
Camp and
Furnace

2
The Echo
Arena

3
The BT
Convention
Centre

The Location
1

In the heart of the Baltic Triangle

Liverpool
Marina

The Atrium is situated within Liverpool’s digital and creative quarter, the Baltic
Triangle, just a 12 minute walk from the town centre and Liverpool One. The area
is home to hundreds of the city’s creative and technology companies along with newly
established media colleges and training centres.
The development is also within close proximity to Liverpool’s stunning waterfront area, Liverpool’s
largest live entertainment venue and the city’s premier shopping district.

Liverpool One

The Echo Arena

The BT Convention
Centre

The Hilton

The Albert Dock

Liverpool Marina

Camp and Furnace

0.6 miles - 12 minute walk

0.7 miles - 13 minute walk

0.6 miles - 12 minute walk

0.6 miles - 12 minute walk

0.7 miles - 13 minute walk

0.8 miles - 15 minute walk

0.1 mile - 3 minute walk
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Transport Links
James Street Station
1 mile - 20 minute walk
Lime Street Station
1.1 miles - 22 minute walk
Cruise Terminal
1.2 miles - 24 minute walk
John Lennon Airport
7.4 miles - 20 minute drive

Other Cities
Manchester
34.6 miles - 1 hour drive/1 hour train
London
214 miles - 4.5 hour drive/2 hour train
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The Lifestyle

The city’s premier venue

A city living experience like no other
The Baltic Triangle and surrounding area offers a truly special residential living experience. The
district is home to some of Liverpool’s most dynamic bars, restaurants, live event venues and
digital/creative companies whilst still being a stone’s throw away from Liverpool city centre,
transport links, cultural attractions and key amenities.

Ranked 2nd in The Times’ 20 Coolest
Restaurants in Britain

The Echo Arena hosts some of the biggest acts that come to Liverpool, with a capacity of 11,000 and with
22 hospitality boxes the arena is colossal. The venue has entertained huge audiences with world famous
acts including The Killers, Oasis, Peter Gabriel, Paul McCartney and Noel Gallagher to name but a few.

The Baltic Market

Camp and Furnace is one of the trendiest bars and event spaces in the country, bringing together an

The Cains Village is the conversion of a historic brewery into a new urban lifestyle destination which is

award-winning restaurant, live music, a packed events calendar and regular festivals. The venue symbolises

home to some of the city’s hottest independent bars, restaurants, shops and businesses. The village offers a

the dynamic qualities of the Baltic Triangle and is only a 3 minute walk from The Atrium.

unique and vibrant lifestyle experience that is unique to the Baltic area.
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The Apartments
Availability

Delivering a premium residential experience
1

2

3

51 One Bed
Apartments

114 Two Bed
Apartments

5 Three Bed
Apartments

A key focus on quality, style and luxury has resulted in a collection of apartments that offer prospective
tenants an attractive and well-appointed place to live. The development comprises of one, two and three
bed apartments that offer a premium specification that includes real wood floors, stylish inset lighting, floor
to ceiling windows, premium fitted kitchens and luxury bathroom suites.
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Floorplan
Each one bed apartment boasts an
attractive and spacious layout, perfect
for young professionals and couples.
This floorplan is for unit 810.

One Bed
Apartments
Starting from £121,500

The one bed apartments at The Atrium are

Details

perfect for young professionals living in the city
and have been designed and furnished to meet

Typical Size

Return

the demands of this specific rental segment.

42 sq. m | 516 sq. ft

7% NET Yield

Offering spacious and comfortable living for two

Units Available

Guarantee

people the apartments feature floor to ceiling

51

1 Year Rental Guarantee

windows, stunning city views and contemporary

Starting From

design.

£121,000
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One Bedroom Apartment Layout
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Floorplan
Each two bed apartment boasts an
attractive and spacious layout, perfect
for young professionals and small
families. This floorplan is for unit 811.

Two Bed
Apartments
Starting from £181,710

Designed to meet the needs of small families

Details

and young professionals, the two bedroom
apartments deliver exceptional quality and

Typical Size

Return

plentiful space. Offering a premium residential

70 sq. m | 753 sq. ft

7% NET Yield

experience for up to four, the apartments

Units Available

Guarantee

feature floor to ceiling windows, two bathrooms

114

1 Year Rental Guarantee

(master bedroom features an en-suite), stunning

Starting From

city views and contemporary design.

£181,710
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Two Bedroom Apartment Layout
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Floorplan
Each three bed apartment boasts
an attractive and spacious layout,
perfect for larger families and young
professionals and couples. This
floorplan is for unit 815.

Three Bed
Apartments
Starting from £291,710

Perfectly suited to larger families the three

Details

bedroom apartments are spread across two
floors and offer unparalleled comfort and luxury.

Typical Size

Return

Designed to meet the requirements of the local

88 sq. m | 947 sq. ft

7% NET Yield

rental market, the apartments offer comfortable

Units Available

Guarantee

living for up to six and feature floor to ceiling

5

1 Year Rental Guarantee

windows, stunning city views and contemporary

Starting From

design.

£291,710
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Three Bedroom Apartment Layout
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Stunning Views,
Selected Units
Feature Private
Balconies
The Atrium will provide residents with stunning,
uninterrupted city views of Liverpool. Depending on the
aspect residents will be able to enjoy scenic views of
some of the city’s key landmarks including the waterfront,
Anglican Cathedral, Albert Dock and city centre. Selected
apartments also come with private balconies, adding a new
level to the premium city centre living experience.
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The Investment

Purchase Process

A fully managed, hands-off investment

Quick, transparent and secure

Our team of specialist advisors are on-call to
assist you throughout the investment process
from initial enquiry through to the completion
and tenanting of the property.
We are more than happy to show potential
and interested purchasers around the site,
introduce them to the project’s developer and
answer any queries that may arise during the
process.

With a highly desirable
location, luxury furnishings
and attractive starting prices
the apartments at The Atrium
represent an excellent investment.

Step-By-Step Process
1

Choose an apartment to buy

2

Pay a £2,500 reservation fee

3

Instruct solicitors

Worked Investment Example (two bedroom apartment)
Year

Price

Capital Appreciation

Rental Yield

Rental Income

Pre-completion

£181,710

20%

-

-

Year 1

£218,052

5%

7%

£12,719.70

Year 2

£228,955

5%

7%

£12,719.70

Year 3

£240,402

5%

7%

£12,719.70

Year 4

£252,422

5%

7%

£12,719.70

Year 5

£265,044

5%

7%

£12,719.70

Total Appreciation

£83,334

Total Return

£146,932.50

Return on Investment
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4

Transfer 35% of the funds on exchange

5

Transfer 15% stage payment 6 months
from build start

6

Transfer 10% stage payment 12 months
from build start

7

Transfer balance minus reservation fee on
completion

We are anticipating incredibly high demand
for this project based on the success of the
developer’s past schemes so we advise any
interested parties to get in touch with us as
soon as possible to avoid disappointment.
We have a clear and transparent purchase
process; our investment consultants are
available to guide you through each step.

Find Out more
If you would like more information on
The Atrium please contact a member
of our investment team via the details
below.
Email
sales@ascotpropertyinvestments.com
Call
0151 920 9999

81%
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About Legacie
Developments
Transforming cities with innovative
developments
Legacie Developments has an exemplary and impressive track
record and portfolio of projects throughout the North-West built
over the past 15 years. Focusing on Liverpool city centre, Legacie
developments are renowned for their prime positioning in enviable
hotspot locations and their popular rental appeal to the city’s constantly
expanding population of students, graduates and young professionals. Legacie
Developments also has a reputation for delivering projects on-schedule without
exception. A full developer prospectus can be provided on request.
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Reliance House
Delivered Q1 2018
On-Schedule
Legacie Development have recently completed the
development of Reliance House, a stunning conversion
of a period building into luxury apartments, precisely on
schedule. Construction updates and progress reports were
sent to all purchasers on a regular basis and feedback
from buyers on the completed development has been
exceptional.
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Floor Plans | Ground Floor
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Floor Plans | Mezzanine Floor
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Key
1 Beds

2 Beds

3 Beds
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Floor Plans | 1st - 4th Floor
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Key
1 Beds

2 Beds

3 Beds
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Floor Plans | 5th - 7th Floor
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Key
1 Beds

2 Beds

3 Beds
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Floor Plans | 8th Floor
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Key
1 Beds

2 Beds

3 Beds
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Floor Plans | 8th Duplex Mezzanine Floor
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Key
1 Beds

2 Beds

3 Beds
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www.atriumliverpool.com
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